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Abstract

The increasing use of System Area Network (SAN) demands efficient communication to benefit of SAN features through a direct access to network resources and avoiding kernel intervention in communication path.

Recently, a consortium composed by Microsoft, Compaq and Intel authored a new standard, the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA), designed to reduce software overhead in data transfers.

This paper describes the communication protocol proposed in order to allow a complete implementation of MPI based on VIA. This protocol is needed because the plain use of the two VIA data transfer models does not allow the implementation of MPI based on VIA, due to the large number of MPI communication flavors. To validate the goodness of the proposed protocol, a new communication layer based on VIA has been introduced in the LAM/MPI suite.

The reported results, referring to a software VIA implementation for Fast Ethernet networks, exhibits a significant reduction in latency time of LAM/MPI based on VIA with respect to the same library based on the TCP/IP protocol.

1 Introduction

Several MPI libraries allow implementation and execution of parallel applications, providing both source code portability and high performance. MPI libraries running on latest generation PCs, are today able to exploit almost full Fast Ethernet bandwidth [2]; unfortunately, transmission latency performances have not reached similar excellent results yet. The main reason is the adoption of TCP/IP as protocol for interprocess communication. Due to its layered structure, TCP/IP incurs in performance penalties, unbearable in System Area Networks (SAN), appointed to speedup connection among proximal and homogeneous nodes. Besides, TCP/IP stack is generally built into operating system kernel [22], so every data transfers involves operating system intervention. Finally data copies performed through TCP/IP layers, and from kernel space to user space or vice versa, represent another cause of lack of performance.

In order to overcome TCP/IP inadequacy for SAN, several research efforts have been carried out [26, 19, 25, 21, 5, 1, 12]. One of the core concept is the removal of kernel intervention in the critical path of communication, supplying a user process with direct access to network interface. In spite of some impressive results, they have remained confined into research area and have not come out in the industry market yet.

In order to define a standard to address low latency communication issues in System Area Networks, a consortium leded by Intel, Microsoft and Compaq, proposed the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA), a specification for a user level communication protocol, independent from operating system and hardware architecture [9].

Currently first VIA implementations and applications have come out: Berkeley researchers have produced VIA software emulations for existing network adapters [20]; Gigabit already sells a VIA network card [10]; MPI Software Technologies has released first MPI library based on VIA network cards [7].

This paper presents an implementation of the LAM/MPI suite on the top of the Virtual Interface Architecture using Fast Ethernet network cards. Thanks to M-VIA [15], a Linux software module that emulates VIA and provides programmers with VIA APIs, an efficient and complete MPI implementation has been developed.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses main VIA features; section 3 describes LAM, the used MPI library, while section 4 presents the design of both the communication protocol and the flow control for implementation of all MPI functions within LAM. The results and performance are presented in section 5. Section 6 ends the paper with some final remarks.
2 The Virtual Interface Architecture

The increasing use of System Area Network to interconnect cluster’s nodes, for a number of applications ranging from database to numerical computation, has boosted interest in network research. Actually, the most used network protocol (TCP/IP) is designed for wide area network, so it must deal with high error rates and heterogenous networks, but is unable to take fully advantage of SAN features such as low error rates, more performant network hardware both in bandwidth and latency.

In order to address SAN’s features a number of solutions have been proposed, such as U-Net [26], Active Messages [25], Fast Messages [19], Virtual Memory Mapped Communication [1] and BIP [21]. Most of these solutions share the underlying idea of giving direct access to network resources to user processes, avoiding kernel intervention in communication critical path. Though some excellent results, none of the above projects has been widely used outside research field. Recently, starting from these experiences, a consortium composed by Microsoft, Compaq and Intel authored a new standard, the Virtual Interface Architecture (VIA) specifically designed for fast inter-process communication in System Area Network environment [23, 6, 9]. This effort of standardization seems encouraging because both it inherits the previous positive research experiences and is held by skilled companies.

The main goals followed in VIA design are:

- communications should feature small overhead;
- small CPU intervention is needed in communications;
- I/O operations must not require the use of interrupts;
- context switches as well as copies of data have to be avoided whenever possible;
- concurrency for the communication interface must be managed without operating system intervention.

To obtain these targets VIA model eliminates kernel intervention during data transfers; this is achieved thanks to the VIA four components [6]:

- Virtual Interfaces;
- Completion Queues;
- VI Provider;
- VI Consumers.

A user process with the interface (VI User Agent), that permits the use of VIA functions, constitutes the VI Consumer.

![Figure 1. The four VIA components of VIA architectural model: VI Consumer, VI Provider, Virtual Interfaces and Completion Queues.](image)

A VI Consumer is provided with the exclusive use of a Virtual Interface (VI), that represents the mechanism allowing a process to gain access to the network interface in order to exchange data. VIA is a connection oriented communication protocol: a VI must be connected with another VI to exchange data. The VIs are featured by two queues, one for sending (Send Queue) and one for receiving data (Receive Queue) (see figure 1).

Sending or receiving data by polling or blocking on a queue does not involve any operating system call, which is on the other side needed in setting up VIs. This work is performed by Kernel Agent, which acts as interface driver and performs the setup and manages the resources needed for communications between processes, thus not taking charge of the actual transmission of data.

In order to avoid intermediate copies of data, structures called descriptors are posted on the VI queue to send or receive data. When a process exchanges data with another, it puts a descriptor on the top of the appropriate VI queue and acquaints the VI Network Interface Card (NIC) with the presence of new data in the queue, writing in a memory mapped register (the doorbell). When the descriptor is posted in the VI queue, the VI NIC becomes its owner. According to the information contained in the control segment of the descriptor, VI NIC performs the communication. As the VI NIC can access directly to the location of the data in the user process address space using the descriptor field data segment, the copies of data are avoided.

The drawback of this mechanism is that the area of memory to be transferred must be registered, because the VI NIC needs to know the memory physical address, thus requiring
an operating system intervention; this operation could be generally denoted in an initialization phase and a registered memory may be reused hereafter.

When VI NIC ends a data transmission, the descriptor previously posted on a queue is marked completed and the value of the doorbell is changed; a process can become aware of completed operation checking the doorbell, thus the application of these memory mapped registers avoid the use of interrupts to complete the data transfer, eliminating one of the major penalty for modern super-scalar CPUs [11].

VIA provides two types of data transfer facilities: Send/Receive and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA). The Send/Receive model follows a standard point-to-point communication model. On both sides, the sender and the receiver must specify the addresses of memory regions containing the data to send or where the received data will be placed. Moreover, a Send operation requires a descriptor already posted on the Receive Queue of the connected VI. In RDMA, the communication initiator specifies both the source buffer and the destination buffer of the data to transfer, which may be read or written in a process memory region. Additional descriptor address segments are required to perform RDMA operations to contain the virtual address of remote memory region, but differently from Send/Receive there is no need of a posted descriptor ready to receive.

Besides, VIA offers the possibility to define a Completion Queue, which allows a VI Consumer to coalesce notification of descriptor completions from different VIs in a single point. The drawback is that if a VI queue is associated to a Completion Queue, each synchronization operation must take place on the Completion Queue and no more on the VI queues.

Although the concepts behind the VIA standard are not new [27], its main advantage is that it has been carefully designed to be independent of operating system and processing architecture [23], therefore sharing a significant goal with the MPI standard [14] and allowing programmers to write fully portable applications.

2.1 VIA implementations: M-VIA

VIA has been designed to be easily integrated in silicon as well as emulated via software [9]. Recently first VIA network cards have been released by hardware producers (Gigabit [10]). Moreover, a number of research groups have produced software emulation of VIA that allows use of VIA standard even in absence of a hardware VIA interface.

Among them, a Berkeley team is working on a VIA emulation for Myrinet [8, 4, 20] and the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center of the National Laboratories Lawrence Berkeley is developing a VIA software emulation [15]. M-VIA, for clusters of Linux boxes and Fast– or Giga–Ethernet interconnections.

Since one of the main goals of our cluster project is to maximize performance/price ratio through use of off–the–shelf components [24], we chose Fast Ethernet network connections among cluster nodes and M-VIA.

M-VIA allows the coexistence with traditional network protocol such as TCP/IP. Besides, M-VIA code is freely available.

In addition, M-VIA features higher communication performance with respect to the TCP/IP protocol thanks to the specific network adapter enhancements and to the simpler VIA communication protocol [2, 3]. On our cluster (see section 5) M-VIA features a latency of 61 μs while TCP/IP latency is 100 μs.

3 The LAM MPI suite

On distributed-memory architectures, message passing is one of the most used communication facilities. The most widespread standard interfaces is Message Passing Interface (MPI) which allows code portability [14].

Interest around MPI is attested by the number of MPI implementations which target different parallel architectures and operating systems. MPICH [13] from the Mississippi State University and Argonne National Laboratory, and LAM/MPICH [17] from the Supercomputer Center of The Ohio State University and University of Notre Dame seem among the most used MPI libraries.

In order to choose one of these implementations, they have been compared on the performance side. A number of benchmarks on a cluster of homogeneous SMP Linux PCs interconnected by Fast Ethernet (see section 5), carried out at the beginning of our project, demonstrated that LAM/MPICH is, generally, slightly faster than MPICH [2].

Moreover, the internal structure of LAM/MPICH seems clear and simple. LAM/MPICH is spread into two layers [16]: an Upper Layer which translate each MPI function in a set of simpler operations, common to all hardware architectures and transport protocols, and a Lower Layer which provides an efficient and reliable message transfer protocol.

The interface between these two completely independent layers is composed by eight functions (Request Progression Interface). A new Lower Layer, implementing the eight functions of Request Progression Interface, is required in order to add a new communication protocol in LAM/MPICH. This is the work that has been carried out: the fifth LAM Lower Layer has been designed using VIA standard functions.
4 Implementation of a VIA-based protocol for LAM/mpi

MPI standard offers several variations on how the sender of a message can interact with the execution of the process [18]. Actually, a communication function may return control to the caller routine before the completion of data transfer (non-blocking) or wait for it (blocking). In addition, a communication function may or may not be provided with information about the completion of operation (synchronous or asynchronous).

4.1 Communication protocol

In order to design the communication suitable for MPI, the two VIA data transfer models are available: Send/Receive and RDMA.

Nonetheless, the plain use of these communication models provided by VIA does not allow a complete implementation of MPI based on VIA, due to the large number of MPI communication flavors.

In fact, Send and Receive operations require some kind of synchronization: the receiver must post a descriptor on a Receive Queue before delivery of sender’s data; otherwise the communication will fail. In RDMA communication model the receiver process is not in charge of any operation during the transfer and no notification is given to the remote node about completion of request. Immediate Data, a descriptor’s additional field, can be used to notify the receiver of a RDMA Write operation. Specifying Immediate Data in the initiator of an RDMA Write request conveys information about operation completion, but on the other hand, leads to the consumption of a descriptor on the remote VI, requiring a previously posted descriptor as for Send and Receive model.

Therefore Send and Receive and RDMA Write with Immediate Data follow both a synchronous communication model, while RDMA follows a pure asynchronous model. Since MPI requires synchronous and asynchronous communication functions, use of RDMA alone is insufficient for MPI communication protocol, thus a protocol supporting the whole set of MPI communication features, based on the combination of VIA instructions has been conceived.

A communication protocol constructed with Send and Receive allows straightforward implementation of synchronous, blocking and non blocking point-to-point communications. In order to carry out asynchronous communications the sender should always be able to deliver messages at any time, without prior knowledge of receiver availability. As VIA allows pre-posting of descriptors on a Receive Queue before VIs connection, the solution is to prearrange a suitable number of descriptors on every Receive Queue. Obviously, a reuse of those already consumed is required in order to execute a number of Send/Receive larger than the pre-posted descriptors.

The critical point is that all memory areas where the messages are located, both on sender and receiver side, must be registered by the Kernel Agent. This operation is computational expensive because of kernel intervention, so a new memory area registration during each communication will result in poor performance. Therefore memory areas appointed to messages storage have to be registered during the starting phase, before any communication takes place; than messages may be copied in these memory areas, which can be re-used for further messages.

Nevertheless, registering a memory area equal to the maximum dimension of message for each descriptor is a waste of memory. A solution is to register a smaller memory size for each descriptor and split longer messages. However, this choice conveys larger number of communications and does not exploit full bandwidth.

The use of RDMA operations may avoid both previous difficulties: all received messages are stored in a large memory area, registered in a starting phase. This prevents the need of registration of a great number of buffers on the receiver side, though it requires a sophisticated management and notification of address of this area.

Moreover, the use of RDMA with Immediate Data allows notification of operation completion as in Send/Receive model, allowing the implementation of all MPI functions semantics.

The communication between two MPI processes using RDMA with Immediate Data proceeds as follows:

- VMIC initialization;
reads the message in RDMA Area at address ReadPointer, which is updated with message length carried by Immediate Data (8). Finally the completed descriptor is reset and reposted on the Receive Queue to leave the queue full of descriptor ready to receive.

### 4.2 Flow Control

Flow control purpose is to prevent exhaustion of communication resources, in particular:

- RDMA Area,
- pre-posted descriptors.

Since RDMA Area has a finite size, it has to be carefully managed in order to arrange every incoming message. Thus, when a process has to send a message, checks whether receiver’s RDMA Area has enough space to store the message, inspecting RDMAmaxwrite variable. In case RDMA Area does not meet the requirement, sender examines RDMAmaxread variable, that indicates the amount of the free part of RDMA Area and is updated asynchronously with RDMA operation by the receiver. Receiver process must verify if descriptor with negative Immediate Data arrives; this means the sender has started writing again at the beginning of RDMA Area.

Similar mechanism is used to prevent lack of descriptors preposted on Receive Queues: sender maintains in a variable (descLeft) the number of descriptors it has not already consumed on Receive Queue, decrementing at every send. When descLeft decreases under a threshold value, it notifies through RDMA write the receiver, which may answer with the number of descriptors preposted on its Receive Queue.

Therefore flow control does not imply any performance penalty, because it exploits asynchronous communication operation such as RDMA Write, and does not force any process to wait for some event. The exception happens when all allocated communication resources are unavailable, that is all the RDMA Area has been fulfilled by messages and none has been read, or many messages have been sent but none read. To avoid this situation the amount of RDMA Area and the number of preposted descriptors must be carefully tuned.

### 4.3 MPI functions implementation

The protocol described above has been inserted in the LAM/MPI library. LAM/MPI gathers all pending communication requests in a linked list; the MPI Lower Layer takes care to perform communications according to requests in the list. Designed protocol allows straightforward implementation of basic MPI functions, but in order to implement all MPI functions, it has been enhanced with some features.
MPI receive function supplies possibility to recognize between different types of messages, using a tag; as a consequence some messages may be discarded by a receive, because of wrong tag, and picked up by a next receive. Besides, a process may decide to receive a message without specifying a sender, with MPI_ANY_SOURCE wildcard. Since VIA offers a point-to-point model, in which every VI is connected only to another VI, receiving from any source requires querying multiple VIs. VIA provides Completion Queues, a structure to merge notifications of descriptor completion from different VIs in a single point. Associating to a unique Completion Queue every Receive Queue of all VIs owned by a process prevents this process to poll or block on one of its Receive Queue, therefore every synchronization request must take place on the Completion Queue instead of VI queues.

To take advantage of these VIA features, the protocol has been changed as follows: a process maintains a linked list of messages already arrived but not yet consumed by a receive operation. When a receive function is performed, a process first checks the list for a matching message, then if the message it was looking for is not found, polls the Completion Queue, inserting in the list every not matching message. At the end, if the message has not yet been delivered, the process may choose whether to block on the Completion Queue according to the semantic of the receive operation.

For send operation the protocol remains unchanged; only synchronous sends require a rendez-vous protocol, in which the receiver has to send an acknowledge message to notify the sender of completed data transfer.

5 Performance results

The implementation of LAM Lower Layer over VIA has been developed and tested on the our cluster of PCs. The cluster is composed of four desktop 450 MHz Pentium II PCs with 256 Mbyte RAM each. They are interconnected by a switched Fast Ethernet network with full-duplex capable Digital DC2140 Fast-Ethernet network adapters; all nodes are equipped with Linux operating system, kernel 2.2.12 and M-VIA modules, release 0.9.3.

In order to evaluate performance, we used a common ping-pong test involving two processes, on a single node (LAM local in table 1) and on different nodes (LAM remote in table 1) of our cluster. Pingpong test is quite simple: a process issues a standard send (MPI_Send) and then waits on a blocking receive (MPI_Recv). The other process first gets ready to receive a message, then as soon as message arrives, sends it back. The whole loop of sending and receiving is repeated several times, measuring the overall time, from which one-way latency is inferred.

Table 1 shows the one-way latencies obtained with LAM/MPI 6.3-b1 on VIA and on TCP/IP for different message sizes, using client-to-client communication in homogeneous cluster of PCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message size (Bytes)</th>
<th>LAM remote</th>
<th>LAM local</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCP/IP</td>
<td>VIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>1743</td>
<td>1756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32768</td>
<td>3219</td>
<td>3277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Transmission times for LAM/MPI on VIA or TCP/IP.

VIA succeeds in reducing latency, which features 45% reduction with LAM/MPI on VIA with respect to the same library with TCP/IP. This ratio is much higher on local communication, in which kernel intervention represents the major part of overhead. However, the absolute latency decrease obtained by VIA use is similar in local and remote communications, so that we can estimate as 50\(\mu\)s overhead due to operating system intervention on nodes.

Anyway for larger messages, transmission times are closer, and for 16k message MPI on VIA messages takes more transmission time than TCP ones. In fact as message length increases, the memory copy introduced by our implementation (as explained in section 4) becomes significant and reduces the advantages of using VIA. Different solutions to this drawback have been evaluated: the message protocol engine may initially check message size, deciding whether to copy data on a pre-registered buffer or to register data on the fly. In order to avoid any data copy, it is necessary to work on the whole LAM MPI code, registering in a startup phase data structure appointed to carry MPI messages, thus avoiding buffer requirements.

6 Conclusions and future work

The goal of the porting of VIA within LAM/MPI is to provide a MPI implementation which can drastically de-
crease latency times. LAM/MPI on VIA has been proved to reduce latency of 45% with respect to the same library on the TCP/IP protocol, even if we used switched Fast Ethernet network and M-VIA instead of an actual VIA hardware interface. This prototypical version of LAM/MPI on VIA still require some enhancements. Actually, MPI assumes that the transport protocol is reliable, but, while VIA standard endorse reliable and ordered data packet delivery and reception, M-VIA does not implement such feature. Therefore control and recovery functionalities have to be added to the designed protocol itself.

LAM/MPI implementation over VIA is freely downloadable as a patch for LAM version 6.3.2b from web page: http://www.ce.UniPR.IT/research/pardis/parma2/index.html.
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